No. 20 Photo Documentation, Part II - Timeline

Each team is to provide a timeline/overview of their entire development process summarized into a graphic visual format (reference/template provided). This document will simply show through images, milestone dates, and some brief description, the work your team conducted throughout the entire academic year.

This timeline is to be set up as a poster. The dimensions may by up to 30” wide by any length needed (the large format color printer is roller fed). The team posters will be displayed at the year end show in the A+A Building on May 11th.

1. In past years, teams have created the timeline in Adobe Illustrator. Teams may select whatever software they believe will facilitate the creation of this timeline poster. The file should be set up for printing, 300 dpi. IPD will fund the cost of printing.

Make sure to appropriately entitle the file, TeamName-Timeline-YYMMDD.jpg.

In past years, some teams have elected to complete the timeline and incorporate it into their final presentation. This is not a requirement. The timeline is for display and is not due until the following week.

2. Send an e-mail to Prof. Scott (mjscott@uic.edu) stating that your team has completed the assignment and has uploaded the document to the IPD web site.

Due Date  Wednesday, May 9, 2007